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The information provided in this discussion is for 
informational purposes only, and does not constitute legal 
advice. ChangeLab Solutions does not enter attorney-client 
relationships.

ChangeLab Solutions is a non-partisan, nonprofit organization 
that educates and informs the public through objective, non-
partisan analysis, study, and/or research. The primary 
purpose of this discussion is to address legal and/or policy 
options to improve public health. There is no intent to reflect 
a view on specific legislation.
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Disclaimer



This activity was supported by Cooperative Agreement 
Number NU38OT000307 awarded to ChangeLab Solutions 
and funded by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. The views expressed in written materials or 
publications and by the speakers and moderators do not 
necessarily reflect the official policies of the Department of 
Health and Human Services, nor does the mention of trade 
names, commercial practices, or organizations imply 
endorsement by the U.S. Government.

Funding Disclaimer



We recognize the important role of ceremonial and 
traditional uses of tobacco in many Indigenous 
communities. This conversation and the Preemption 
Playbook are intended to address commercial tobacco, 
not tobacco products used as part of an Indigenous 
practice or other recognized religious or spiritual 
ceremonies or practices. All references to tobacco and 
tobacco products here refer to commercial tobacco. 

Commercial Tobacco



Our Mission
Healthier communities for all through 
equitable laws and policies. 



“…means everyone has a fair and just 

opportunity to be as healthy as possible. This 

requires removing obstacles to health such 

as poverty, discrimination, and their 

consequences…”

Health Equity

E Q U A L I T Y

E Q U I T Y



OSH Partnership

• Local focus via key state partners (TA, 

trainings, products)

• National trainings driven by conversations at 

local and state levels

• Across policy types (smokefree, retail)

• Across the policy process

• Grounded in community-driven partnerships 

and the goals of those most affected by the 

issues
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• Leverage the 

unique power and 

efficacy of local 

policy solutions

• Incorporate health 

in all policies

• Engage diverse 

community 

members in the 

policy process



A Framework For Policy Interventions: 

Five Drivers of Inequity



How does this list strike you? 

Does anything about it feel particularly 

poignant? 

Does anything feel difficult about this?

Pause



Equity is about 

more than 

outcomes

Focus on the strengths 
in a community, build 
partnerships

Robust community 
engagement

Invite varying 
perspectives

Consider how you use 
data

Equitably direct 
resources

Evaluation & 
accountability

Promote systems 
thinking



• Causes of tobacco-

related health disparities

• Tools to counter inequities: 

Retail, community & 

equity assessments

• Examples: How 

assessments can help 

communities identify 

inequities

• Resources

Health Impact Assessments



• Preemption 

Basics

• Case Studies

• Local Authority

• Progress Under 

Preemption



• Place 

• Proximity

• Prevalence 

• Price

• Product 

• Promotion







• Graduated enforcement

– Ranges of sanctions

– Use of non-punitive 

enforcement measures

• Careful designation of 

enforcement bodies

• Guardrails for discretion
and ongoing training

• Data collection & 

ongoing evaluation

• Policy updates based on 

evaluation



• Research-based 

strategic brief

• Framing 

recommendations

• Talking points

• Examples

• Guides for specific 

focus areas, eg, rural 

areas, children and 

youth, etc.

https://www.changelabsolutions.org/

product/framing-tobacco-disparities

https://www.changelabsolutions.org/product/framing-tobacco-disparities
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Agenda

Equitable Policymaking in Tobacco Control

Overcoming Barriers to Policy Change

Framing Tobacco as an Equity & Justice Issue 

Questions & Answers

Additional Resources



What Health Inequities Are 

& Why They Exist



Making Strides
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Equitable changemaking

requires navigating challenges

P O L I T I C S

F U N D I N G

S T A K E H O L D E R S ’
P R I O R I T I E S



Be sensitive to the fact 

that efforts to remove 

resources—even 

unhealthy ones—from 

already under-resourced 

communities may not be 

received well



Change the 

conversation
Reframing tobacco 

with shared values to 

motivate action

Disclaimer: Adapted from materials originally developed by 

FrameWorks Institute. Expressed views do not necessarily 

reflect those of FrameWorks Institute.



Frames can drive 

broad social change

Framing Discourse Thinking Policy



How to change 
the frame



Economic toll

Public health crisis

We’ve come so far –

this is the last mile

AVOID

Justice/fairness issue

Here’s how this 

problem works

Youth sensitivity

Industry tactics, past & 

present

Local empowerment

ADVANCE



Pressure:
A metaphor for social and 

environmental stressors

“The pressures in an environment 

affect tobacco use. As many kinds of 

stressors build up, the combined force 

can increase health problems related 

to tobacco.”

Builds 

understanding of 

factors like…

Poverty

Stress

Discrimination

Effect of marketing

The burden of 

tobacco



Acknowledging past harms 

to create a more just future

Shift the frame to systems 

thinking and away from the 

idea that individuals bear the 

responsibility for poor health 

caused by decades—or 

centuries—of systematic harm



Local governments    

can and should              

be effective partners         

in addressing  

community priorities

Local voice before

industry influence
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1. Unique strengths of partners and 

communities?

2. Key challenges to working on policy or 

moving policy forward?

3. Key resources in overcoming these 

challenges?

4. Opportunities for further research, 

outstanding questions, etc?

Your questions and input



Thank you!

Sara Bartel
sbartel@changelabsolutions.org

ChangeLabSolutions.org

mailto:sbartel@changelabsolutions.org

